Heuristic algorithms are able to optimize objective functions efficiently because they use intelligently the information of the objective functions. Thus information utilization is vital to the performance of heuristics. However, the concept of information utilization has remained vague and abstract because there is no reliable metric to reflect the extent to which the information of the objective function is utilized in heuristic algorithms. In this paper, the metric of information utilization ratio (IUR) is defined, which is the ratio between the utilized information quantity and the acquired information quantity in the searching process. IUR proves to be well-defined. Several examples of typical heuristic algorithms are given to demonstrate the procedure of calculating IUR. The results also reveal that elevating IUR is the potential cause of many algorithmic improving works. IUR can be an index of how exquisite an algorithm is designed and guide the design of new heuristics and the improvement of existing ones.
Introduction
In the field of computer science, many heuristic algorithms have been designed to solve complex optimization problems. Although optimal solutions are not guaranteed to be found, heuristics can often find acceptable solutions with reasonable cost.
The no free lunch theorem [Wolpert and Macready, 1997 ] has revealed that no algorithm performs better than random search when no prior distribution of the objective function is given. However, in real world applications, we are usually interested in a certain kind (or distribution) of objective functions, where the heuristic algorithms are useful. In this case, there is free lunch, because the objective function (and resultantly its optimal point) can be identified with limited information (which depends on the entropy of the distribution). For example, only three times of evaluation are needed to locate the center of a two-dimensional sphere function [Auger and Teytaud, 2010] . Assume the information acquired in each evaluation is fixed, then how much information is utilized by the algorithm per each evaluation determines the lower bound of required evaluation number to locate the optimal point. In other words, the extent of information utilization determines the upper bound of an algorithm's performance considering a certain kind of objective functions. While the actual performance also depends on the way of information utilization. If the way accord with (the kind of) the objective function, then it performs well. So, it is a common sense that the way and the extent of information utilization in a heuristic algorithm are both vital to its performance.
So far, many works have compared the ways of information utilization in heuristic algorithms, but there is no reliable metric to compare the extents of information utilization. The key to distinguish extents of information utilization is the following insight: most algorithms actually don't require (use) the exact evaluation values of all these evaluated solutions. For example if the algorithm compare two evaluation values to decide which one is better, the expected utilized (or required) information is actually no more than one bit.
In this paper, based on some basic concepts of the information theory, a formal definition of information utilization ratio (IUR) is proposed to reflect to what extent the information of the objective function is used by a heuristic algorithm, which is the ratio between the information quantity that is utilized and the information quantity that is acquired in the searching process. It proves to be well-defined.
The IURs of several typical heuristic algorithms are given as examples to demonstrate the procedure of calculating this metric. It's not difficult to calculate IURs for most heuristic algorithms. At least some lower and upper bounds can be given with limited efforts. Through these examples, we also show the tendency that for each family of heuristics (where they share similar ways of information utilization), usually IUR gets higher and higher with the development of these algorithms.
IUR is a useful index for guiding the design of new heuristics and the improvement of existing algorithms because it reflects how exquisite an algorithm is designed and determines the upper bound of the algorithm's performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The basic definitions and some useful propositions are given in Section 2. The IURs of several heuristic optimization algorithms are calculated as examples in Section 3. Some related issues are discussed in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes this paper.
Definitions
The definitions and basic properties of information entropy H(.), joint entropy H(., .) and conditional entropy H(.|.) are frequently used in this paper, which however cannot be present here due to limitation of space. We suggest readers unfamiliar with information theory refer to the original paper [Shannon, 1948] or any tutorial.
The following lemma defines a useful function for calculating IURs of many algorithms. Lemma 1. If η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η g+1 ∈ R are independent identically distributed random variables,
where
is the indicator function. π(g) ∈ (0, 1] is a monotonic decreasing function of g. Definition 1 (Objective Function). The objective function is a mapping f : X → Y, where Y is a totally ordered finite set with |Y| = n and for any x ∈ X , f (x) ∈ Y is independently and uniformly distributed.
For any x ∈ X , H(f (x)|x) = log n.
For the convenience of further discussion, the range of the objective function is assumed to be a finite set. Nothing else is known about the objective function. It is totally a black box, so there is definitely no free lunch for any algorithm. Thus, how to design a better algorithm cannot be discussed under this assumption. But for discussing the ratios of information utilization in heuristic optimization algorithms, this is enough. Of course readers can use practical prior distributions instead. Definition 2 (Optimization Algorithm). An optimization algorithm is defined as follows.
Where A i is a mapping from 2 X ×Y to the set of all distributions over 2 X , and g is the maximal iteration number.
In each iteration, the input of the algorithm is the history information, which is a subset of X × Y, and the output is a distribution over 2 X , with which the solutions to be evaluated next are drawn. Note that the output A i (D i−1 ) is deterministic given D i−1 .
Definition 3 (Information Utilization Ratio). If A is an optimization algorithm, the information utilization ratio of A is defined as
where g is the maximal iteration number,
The lower and upper bounds are both tight.
The numerator in the definition of IUR is quite obscure at first glance. Actually it means the quantity of the information of the objective function which is utilized (or required) by the algorithm. Firstly, the uncertainty of X and Z only lies in two aspects: the random sampling step and the lack of the information from Y . Thus the latter part can be seen as the objective function's information that is utilized by the algorithm. Secondly,
is similar to the concept of information gain in classification problems, which also indicates the contribution of the information of Y to the algorithm. Thirdly,
can be seen as the wasted information of Y . Because 1) the evaluation values in the last iteration cannot be utilized and 2) the information of Y is fully utilized only if Y g−1 can be reconstructed with Z given X g−1 . While the denominator is obviously the objective function's information that is acquired by the algorithm.
It's very important to note that only the information about the objective function is considered in this definition. The use of other information, like positions of the individuals in the algorithm, is irrelevant here. Algorithms could update these positions even without any evaluation, which would be meaningless. Since the task is to find the optimal point(s) of the objective function, the usage of the objective function's information is the most important.
In most cases, it is unwise to calculate IUR by definition. Although to calculate the denominator is quite straightforward under the independent uniform assumption, which equals the number of evaluations times log n, to calculate the joint entropy H(X, Z) is difficult and unnecessary. In each iteration, the output A(D i−1 ) is a certain distribution, which is usually determined by some parameters in the algorithm. In fact we can certainly find (or construct) the set of intermediate parameters M i such that there is a bijection from M i to
We only need to know the information quantity that is required to determine these intermediate parameters.
Information Utilization Ratios of Typical
Optimization Algorithms
Random Search Algorithms

Random Search
Random search (RS) is often considered as a baseline for optimization algorithms. It is not a heuristic algorithm and usu-ally fails to find acceptable solutions. If the maximal evaluation number is m, RS just uniformly randomly choose m solutions from X . RS doesn't utilize any information of the objective function because Z is fixed. Proposition 1.
IUR RS = 0.
(17)
Luus-Jaakola
Luus-Jaakola (LJ) [Luus and Jaakola, 1973 ] is a heuristic algorithm based on random search. In each iteration, the algorithm generates a new individual y with uniform distribution within a hypercube whose center is the position of the current individual x. If f (y) < f (x), x is replaced by y; otherwise, the radius of the hypercube is multiplied by 0.95. The output of LJ in each iteration is the uniform distribution within the hypercube, which is determined by the position x and the radius. They are both controlled by the comparison result, i.e.,
For example, if n = 1024, g = 10, then IUR LJ = 0.0621, which is independent of the base of the logarithm (similarly hereinafter).
Evolution Strategies
(µ, λ)-Evolution Strategy (µ, λ)-evolution strategy (ES) [Bäck et al., 1991] is an important heuristic algorithm in the family of evolution strategies. In each generation, λ new offspring are generated from µ parents by crossover and mutation with normal distribution, and then the parents of a new generation are selected from these λ offspring. As a self-adaptive algorithm, the step size for mutation is itself mutated along with the position of an individual.
The distribution for generating new offspring is determined by the indexes of the best µ of the λ individuals. Each set of µ candidates has the same probability to be selected.
For example, if n = 1024, g = 10, λ = 10, µ = 5, then IUR (µ, λ)-ES = 0.0718.
Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy
In order to more adaptively control the mutation parameters in (µ, λ)-ES, a covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) was proposed [Hansen and Ostermeier, 1996] . CMA-ES is a very complicated algorithm, which adopts several different mechanisms to adapt the mean, covariance matrix and step size for the mutation operation. It is very efficient on benchmark functions [Auger and Hansen, 2005; especially when restart mechanisms are adopted, which won the first place in CEC05 [Hansen, 2006] and CEC13 competitions. CMA-ES cannot be introduced here in detail, we suggest interested readers refer to an elementary tutorial: [Hansen, 2005] .
Given X i−1 , the mean, covariance matrix and step size of the distribution is determined by the indexes and the rankings of the best µ individuals in each iteration in history.
For example, if n = 1024, g = 10, λ = 10, µ = 5, then IUR CMA-ES = 0.1340.
It is obvious that IUR CMA-ES > IUR (µ, λ)-ES , because not only the indexes of the µ best individuals, but also their rankings are used in CMA-ES (to calculate their weights, for example).
Particle Swarm Algorithms
Particle Swarm Optimization Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995] is one of the most famous swarm and heuristic algorithms which is quite simple but surprisingly efficient in numerical optimization. In PSO, a fixed number (s) of particles moves in the search space to find the optimal solutions. The position of a particle is updated as follows. In generation g, for each particle i and each dimension j, v ij (g + 1) ←v ij (g) + φ 1 r 1,ij (pbest ij (g) − x ij (g)) + φ 2 r 2,ij (gbest j (g) − x ij (g)),
x ij (g + 1) ← x ij (g) + v ij (g + 1),
where φ 1 and φ 2 are constant coefficients, r 1 and r 2 are random numbers, pbest is the best position in history found by this particle and gbest is the best position found by the entire swarm.
The output distribution in each generation is determined by I(f (x i (g)) < f (pbest i (g − 1))) and arg min i f (pbest i (g)).
Although it's difficult to calculate H(M ), we have the lower and upper bounds:
For example, if n = 1024, s = 10, g = 10, then 0.0621 ≤ IUR PSO ≤ 0.0920.
Standard Particle Swarm Optimization
After years of development, many improvements and variants are proposed for PSO. In order to construct a common ground for further researches, a standard particle swarm optimization (SPSO) was defined [Bratton and Kennedy, 2007] . Compared with original PSO, there are two main modifications: the local ring topology and the constricted update rule. The constricted update rule uses a new coefficient derived from φ 1 and φ 2 to constrict the velocity to guarantee convergence. In the local ring topology, the gbest in the velocity update equation is replaced with a lbest, which is the best position among this individual and its two neighbourhoods on the ring.
For each group (consisting of three particles), information with quantity at most log 3 is needed to decide lbest. Proposition 6.
For example, if n = 1024, s = 10, g = 10, then 0.0621 ≤ IUR SPSO ≤ 0.2047.
In fact IUR PSO < IUR SPSO though their exact values are difficult to derive. It turns out that the information utilization ratio of the local model is larger than the global model because in local topology the particles interact with each other more frequently.
Differential Evolution Algorithms
Differential Evolution Differential evolution (DE) [Storn and Price, 1997 ] is a powerful heuristic algorithm for numerical optimization. The number of individuals in DE is also fixed. The mutation is conducted as below (take DE/rand/1 as an example). For each x in the population, generate
where r1, r2 and r3 are random indexes and F is a constant coefficient. Then a crossover is conducted between z and x to generate a new candidate y, where there is a parameter CR to control the probability that a dimension of y is identical to that of z. If f (y) < f (x), x is replaced with y, otherwise, x is kept. In DE, the distribution of generating new offspring is determined by I(f (y) < f (x)) of each individual. So the IUR of DE is equal to that of LJ with the same g. However, they would be different with the same number of evaluation times. Proposition 7.
For example, if n = 1024, s = 10, g = 10, then IUR DE = 0.0621.
IURs of some other DE variants are given in Table 1 . 
where x p best is a randomly chosen individual from the 100p% best individuals.
2. An optional external archive. 3. Adaptive mutation parameters. External archive is a useful tool to improve information utilization. However, in JADE these individuals are just randomly chosen and randomly removed from the archive, where no information of the objective function is used. Compared to DE, JADE elevates IUR after all because the indexes of the best 100p% individuals are used. Note that the output distribution is determined only when all indexes of the best 100p% individuals are given. Proposition 8.
π(i) sg log n .
(29) For example, if n = 1024, s = 10, g = 10, p = 0.2, then 0.0621 ≤ IUR JADE ≤ 0.1115.
Discussion
So far, we have discussed several algorithms and their IURs. They are summarized in Table 2 .
What is IUR for?
With the developments of RS, ES, PSO and DE, the IURs improve. This is not a coincidence. Elevating the information utilization ratio is the potential cause of many algorithmic improvement works in the field of heuristics. Typically algorithms in a same family share similar ways of information utilization, so elevating IUR is prone to accelerate the process of optimizing the objective function. Figure 1 shows an example. By utilizing more information, CMA-ES is able to learn the properties of the objective function more efficiently. Similar comparisons can be made between RS and LJ, PSO and SPSO and DE and JADE unless the objective function is not in the set which these algorithms are designed to solve.
So, if you are improving a certain algorithm, and you want to check or prove that your improvement is effective and reasonable, it's recommended that you calculate and compare 
π(i) sg log n ,
π(i) sg log n , the IURs of the current algorithm and your adaptation. If you are constructing a hybrid algorithm of two heuristics, it's recommended that you calculate and check if the IUR of your algorithm is higher than each of them. If you are inventing a new heuristic inspired by some other algorithms, it's also recommended that you compare their IURs. It is also sometimes interesting to use IUR to guide the choice of parameters. For example, use µ = 1 2 λ for a fixed λ may be good for (µ, λ)-ES because it leads to the largest IUR.
However, we want to warn the readers that it's very dangerous to compare IURs between different families of heuristics to judge or predict which one is better, because they may utilize heuristic information in extremely different ways, which means they make different assumptions of the distribution over objective functions. No algorithm is better than another under the no free lunch theorem, and only with a certain distribution over the objective functions can we discuss which algorithm is better.
Please also note that these numerical examples of the IURs are only to give the readers intuitive impressions of these equations. They should not be used to compare IURs between algorithms because the values of IUR changes with different parameters. IURs of algorithms should be compared with regard to their expressions or using practical parameters.
Upper bound for comparison-based algorithms
Above examples have covered several approaches of information utilization in heuristic optimization algorithms. But the IURs of these algorithms are all very low. In fact, Theorem 2 (Upper bound for comparison-based algorithms). If the maximal evaluation number is m, the evaluation values are only used to compare with each other in algorithm A , IUR A ≤ log n m.
(30) Proof. Suppose in a certain run, the actual evaluation number is m ′ ≤ m. In this case, M is drawn from a set with cardinal number at most m ′ ! (with m ′ individuals all sorted), then the maximal information quantity is H(M ) ≤ log m ′ ! for a comparison-based algorithm. Thus IUR A ≤ log m ′ ! m ′ log n . Note that the right hand side is a monotonically increasing function of m ′ , and log m! m log n ≤ log m log n . This upper bound is quite low because typically n is very large. For example, if there are 100 cities in a travelling salesman problem [Lawler, 1985] , n can be up to 100!. Not to mention continuous optimization problems.
There exist algorithms which use exact evaluation values in the searching process, such as genetic algorithm [Holland, 1975] , ant colony optimization [Dorigo et al., 1996] , estimation of distribution algorithms [Larranaga, 2002] , invasive weed optimization [Mehrabian and Lucas, 2006] , artificial bee colony [Karaboga and Basturk, 2007] , fireworks algorithm [Tan and Zhu, 2010], etc. They can achieve higher IURs, even close to 1, because the cardinal number of the set from which M is drawn can be up to n m . Again, it doesn't imply these are better algorithms because they are designed to solve different problems. For example, it's quite dangerous to use evaluation values on objective functions which fluctuate fiercely.
How to elevate IUR?
Roughly speaking, there are two main aspects about information utilization.
Sampling
In each iteration, the algorithm need to decide which solution should be evaluated. There are two main approaches: to evaluate the most promising ones (exploitation) or to evaluate the most informative ones (exploration). Usually the algorithm makes a tradeoff between them. As in ES, it's very common to use the information of the current generation to adapt the parameters of the mutation operator in evolutionary algorithms. As in PSO, it's very common to use the current and historical good individuals to direct search in population based algorithms. Beside the ways mentioned in the examples, there are many common ways to direct the generating of new individuals such as adaptive parameter control [Eiben et al., 1999] , fitness approximation [Jin, 2005] , machine learning [Battiti et al., 2008 ], hyper-heuristic [Burke et al., 2010 , etc. They can be applied to nearly all the heuristic algorithms.
Selection
Selection is common in evolutionary algorithms. Candidates can be selected based on their fitness, location, diversity or luck. It is a good idea to utilize the information of the population wisely to select the next generation. There is also a tradeoff between exploration (equalism) and exploitation (elitism). In addition, external archives are frequently used in heuristics to preserve some information of eliminated individuals for further utilization.
Remarks
Some researchers may find the idea of utilizing more information misleading because in some algorithms, utilizing more information makes the algorithm greedier and may cause the problem of premature convergence. It's not always the case. Undoubtedly, the most common usage of heuristic information is to lead the population toward promising locations, i.e., local minimum. But heuristic information is also vital in exploration. If no heuristic information is utilized, then sampling a point in the search space is just a random guess. Since the essence of a heuristic algorithm is to learn the objective function, both exploration and exploitation requires information utilization. The only reason why information utilization mechanisms for exploration are fewer invented is the object of exploration is vaguer. As in the case of SPSO, using local topology tends to slow down the convergence and elevate the probability to find the global optimum.
However, utilizing more information is not always better. Each kind of heuristic makes an assumption of the objective function, which is determined by the way of information utilization. If the objective function doesn't accord with this assumption, then utilization information can be misleading.
Conclusion
In this paper, a metric for measuring the extents of information utilization in heuristic optimization algorithms is proposed, which is called information utilization ratio (IUR). Several examples are given to demonstrate the procedure of calculating IUR. These examples reveal the fact that elevating IUR is the potential cause of many algorithmic improvement works.
IUR determines the upper bound of an algorithm's performance on a certain kind of objective function. It can be quite informative to compare IURs between algorithms which share similar ways of information utilization. Typically the algorithm with higher IUR is prone to be more efficient. IUR provides a connection between the design and the performance of heuristics. At least it's a new perspective.
In the field of heuristic optimization, many researchers have realized the importance of information utilization implicitly or explicitly in designing or improving algorithms, but few (to the best of our knowledge) have treated this issue itself seriously. In this work, we try to make this issue more clear and ready for further studies, which is not easy. With the IUR metric, information utilization is no longer abstract. We hope IUR can guide and help researchers to improve and design heuristic algorithms more efficiently and reasonably. We also expect this concept can be extended to other fields of artificial intelligence.
